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BACKGROUND: In mechanically ventilated subjects, intra-tracheal secretions can be aspirated

with either open suction systems (OSS) or closed suction systems (CSS). In contrast to CSS, con-

ventional OSS require temporarily disconnecting the patient from the ventilator, which briefly

diminishes PEEP and oxygen supply. On the other hand, CSS are more expensive and less effec-

tive at aspirating secretions. Thus, it was hypothesized that the 2 procedures differentially affect

pulmonary and cardiovascular parameters after suction. METHODS: Subjects in the ICU (N 5
66) were quasi-randomized for initial treatment with OSS or CSS in a crossover design. To com-

pare the potential for these suction systems to compromise cardiorespiratory stability, changes

in cardiopulmonary physiology were assessed from before to just after use of each suction sys-

tem (three 10-s aspirations). RESULTS: For most pulmonary and cardiovascular parameters (ie,

peak inspiratory pressure, airway resistance, pressure plateau, heart rate, and arterial pres-

sures), the effects of aspiration inversely correlated with baseline values for that parameter, with

a similar regression slope between suction systems. However, when controlling for baseline val-

ues, OSS caused significantly greater increases in airway resistance and peak inspiratory pres-

sure (P < .001 and < .01 vs CSS, respectively). CONCLUSIONS: Elevated airway resistance

prior to endotracheal suction may justify use of a CSS and contraindicate a conventional OSS in

mechanically ventilated subjects. Adoption of this approach into clinical guidelines may prevent

suction-induced pulmonary injury in subjects, especially for those with underlying diseases

involving increased airway resistance or increased alveolar pressure. (ClinicalTrials.gov registra-

tion: NCT03256214.) Key words: endotracheal aspiration; airway resistance; pulmonary compliance; me-
chanical ventilation; pulmonary pressure; lung. [Respir Care 2021;66(5):785–792. © 2021 Daedalus
Enterprises]

Introduction

Mechanical ventilation is used to rescue patients from

respiratory failure, maintain oxygen and carbon dioxide,

reduce intracranial pressure, and prevent or reduce ate-

lectasis and hypoxemia. However, mechanical ventila-

tion often requires intubation or tracheostomy (or both)

as well as sedation,1,2 which promote the accumulation

of secretions within airways. Consequently, endotracheal

suction systems are essential for routinely aspirating air-

way secretions to prevent bronchial obstruction3,4 and its

attendant complications, including alveolar hypoventila-

tion, hypertension, increasing the stretch of the alveolar

wall, emphysematous bubbles, atelectasis, short-term
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arterial desaturation, and alterations in cardiopulmonary

measures such as blood pressure and heart rate.5-9

Endotracheal suction also bears several risks, including

hypoxemia, arrhythmia, nosocomial pneumonia, lung hypo-

inflation, bronchospasm, increased intracranial pressure, and

pneumothorax.10-13 Suction, as a short-term effect, can

reduce lung compliance3,14 and intrapulmonary pressure,

leading to a decrease in oxygen saturation and retention of

carbon dioxide.15,16 Moreover, endotracheal aspiration may

directly stimulate the trachea or indirectly lead to lung hyper-

inflation, which can rapidly alter heart rate and blood pres-

sure through autonomic reflexes.16-18 Thus, numerous end

points of cardiopulmonary function are used to monitor

patient stability during mechanical ventilation and endotra-

cheal aspiration. Arterial blood gas analysis provides meas-

ures of PaO2
and PaCO2

to guide prevention or reversal of

acidosis/alkalosis, hypoxemia, central nervous system injury,

and gastrointestinal and renal ischemic injury.3,17-20 Indices

of lung mechanics, oxygen saturation, and cardiovascular

hemodynamics are also routinely evaluated to monitor

underlying disease and cardiopulmonary stability while opti-

mizing adjustments in mechanical ventilation to prevent bar-

otrauma, volutrauma, and hypoxemia.2,17,21

In mechanical ventilation, endotracheal aspiration can be

performed with open suction systems (OSS) or closed suction

systems (CSS). Conventional OSS require disconnection of

patients from the ventilator to allow catheter insertion. This

diminishes PEEP and oxygen supply and may lead to

changes in cardiopulmonary function.3,5,16,22 In contrast, CSS

do not require disconnection and hence allow maintenance of

PEEP and oxygen supply during suction and improving blood

oxygenation.3,5,8,14,22,23 Because CSS use a catheter connected

between the endotracheal tube and ventilator circuit in a con-

stantly sterile route of entry, some have speculated that such

systems protect the patient from contamination relative to

OSS.19,22,24 In contrast with prior negative findings,8,25,26 a

recent meta-analysis associated CSS with a lower risk for

ventilator-associated pneumonia.27 Others have noted that

CSS are easier and faster to use and cause fewer physiologic

disturbances.27,28 Indeed, CSS can modestly attenuate aspira-

tion-induced increases in heart rate and arterial pressure and

declines in oxygen saturation relative to OSS.8,16,26,28 Further,

a systematic review reported that CSS maintain a higher end-

expiratory lung volume than OSS,29 but this assessment

included only 2 studies and 19 total subjects.5,30 However,

most comparisons have neglected fundamental parameters of

pulmonary physiology (eg, resistance and peak inspiratory

pressure [PIP]), used small sample sizes, and, did not address

the effectiveness of suctioning on sputum volume or sputum

wet weight. With its reduced hemodynamic effects, CSS

might also acutely burden pulmonary physiology less than

OSS. However, the relative impacts of CSS and OSS on respi-

ratory physiology remain unclear. CSS have been shown to

increase airway resistance (R) in cases of incomplete catheter

withdrawal, a complication specific to CSS that often evades

detection.31 Therefore, to resolve whether OSS and CSS dif-

ferentially affect cardiopulmonary physiology differentially

affect, this study used a crossover design with 66 subjects to

test the hypothesis that CSS presents better pulmonary and

cardiovascular parameters after suction than OSS. To com-

pare how these techniques affect pulmonary mechanics and

hemodynamics, we assessed cardiopulmonary physiology

before and after endotracheal suction in mechanically venti-

lated subjects in an ICU.

Methods

Subjects

This study was approved by the Research Ethics

Committee of Heliopolis Hospital, São Paulo, Brazil

(Approval #467). Prior to enrollment, the primary investi-

gator (RD Raimundo) screened the medical records of all

mechanically ventilated patients in the ICU (> 18 y old

and intubated with a 7.5-mm endotracheal tube) for past

or current lung disease, upper gastrointestinal bleeding,

hemodynamic instability, or airway bleeding. Subjects

were not using vasoactive drugs but were under deep seda-

tion (scores of 5 or 6 on the Ramsay scale) and analgesic

effects. Subjects were quasi-randomized, and those with
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SpO2
# 90% immediately before aspiration were excluded

from analyses ex post facto (Fig. 1).

Subject Involvement

Because sedation had rendered these subjects unrespon-

sive, the primary investigator identified for all eligible sub-

jects a surrogate legally able to represent that subject and

provide consent for procedures and research in Brazilian

hospitals (eg, a spouse, relative, or guardian $ 18 y old)

per the approved protocol. Subjects were involved in the

design and conduct of this research. During the subject

selection stage, priority of the research question, outcome

measures, and methods of recruitment were informed by

discussions with subjects’ surrogates.

Cardiopulmonary Measures and Suction

After confirming absence of respiratory drive, sys-

tolic blood pressure, diastolic blood pressure, mean

blood pressure, heart rate, breathing frequency, SpO2
,

tidal volume (VT), PIP, plateau pressure (Pplat), PEEP,

and inspiratory flow were measured; in addition, PIP,

Pplat, PEEP, inspiratory flow, and VT were used to cal-

culate compliance and airway resistance (R). Subjects

receiving volume-control continuous mandatory venti-

lation were screened in the morning (�7:00 AM) while

supine after $ 1 h free of procedures or postural changes.

Immediately thereafter (ie, just before suction), physiologic

data were collected. Suction involved either an OSS or a

CSS according to a quasi-random crossover sequence and

with data recorded 3 min later. Subjects were returned to

nursing care until the alternate suction was performed

approximately 6 h later (�1:00 PM), with the same timing

for data collection. The procedures required 10 s to insert

and remove the aspiration catheter, with each aspiration per-

formed 3 times (see the supplementary materials at http://

www.rcjournal.com).

Results

After exclusion, 66 subjects (Fig. 1) were included in

the study. Baseline characteristics are summarized in

Table 1, and physiology parameters prior to suction are

detailed in the supplementary materials (available at

http://www.rcjournal.com).

Pulmonary Physiology

The sequence in which suction types were adminis-

tered did not alter the cardiopulmonary effects of either

suction type. In this study, OSS increased R by 1.3 6
0.5 cm H2O/L/s and PIP by 1.4 6 0.5 cm H2O, whereas

CSS decreased R by 0.9 6 0.3 cm H2O/L/s and PIP by

1.0 6 0.5 cm H2O relative to baseline (all P < .05).

Moreover, the 2 suction types had significantly oppos-

ing mean effects (P < .05); however, because baseline

values of R, PIP, and Pplat correlated inversely with suc-

tion-induced changes (Fig. 2, Table 2), models that con-

trol for baseline were used. This approach yielded

results analogous to our initial observations (Fig. 2, Table 2)

and revealed that CSS attenuated preexisting elevations in R

and PIP more robustly and consistently than OSS (P < .05).

Based on the x intercepts in the linear models (Fig. 2), which

account for physiologic values prior to suction, CSS

decreased R for individuals with baseline > 8.8 cm H2O/L/s

(76% of cases), whereas OSS increased R for subjects with

baseline< 15.6 cm H2O/L/s (87% of cases). Moreover, CSS

diminished PIP in subjects with baseline PIP> 22.4 cm H2O

(83% of cases), whereas OSS increased PIP for those with

baselines< 31.5 cm H2O (83% of cases). Both suction treat-

ments similarly increased Pplat if a subject’s baseline under-

shot 14.3 cm H2O but decreased this parameter if a subject’s

baseline exceeded this threshold. Interestingly, CSS did not

Subjects enrolled
71

Subjects analyzed
32

SpO2 ≤90% before 
suctioning: 3

SpO2 ≤90% before 
suctioning: 2

Subjects analyzed
34

Open suctioning
followed by closed

suctioning
35

Closed suctioning
followed by open

suctioning
36

Fig. 1. Flow chart.

Table 1. Subject Characteristics

Age, y 55.8 6 2

Gender (male/female) 59/41

Body mass index, kg/m2 23.5 6 2.9

Procedures, %

Abdominal surgery 36.6

Neurological surgery 26.8

Vascular surgery 11.3

Renal insufficiency 7.0

Hemotologic disease 7.0

Acid/base disorders 5.6

Cardiovascular events 5.6

APACHE II 16 6 2

Length of stay, d 5 6 3

Data are presented as percentages or as mean 6 SD.

APACHE II ¼ Acute Physiology and Chronic Health Evaluation II
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alter compliance, regardless of baseline value (Fig. 2, Table

2), whereas OSS progressively decreased compliance the

more a subject’s baseline compliance exceeded 61.6 cm

H2O/L (33% of cases); this effect differed significantly from

CSS (P¼ .030) (Fig. 2, Table 2).

Cardiovascular Physiology

With the exception of SpO2
, aspiration significantly

altered all cardiovascular parameters both in paired t tests
(data not shown) and in regressions accounting for baseline
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Fig. 2. Open and closed suction divergently affect pulmonary physiology dependent on baseline physiology. If open suction systems and closed
suction systems differed in effects on a particular parameter, regressions are reported for each suction type, accounting for baseline value. Where

open suction systems and closed suction systems did not differ in effects (eg, plateau pressure), an overall regression is displayed.

Table 2. Effect of Aspiration on Pulmonary Physiology

Suction Suction Type (Closed vs Open) Baseline Type � Baseline

Intercept 6 SE P b 6 SE P b 6 SE P b 6 SE P

DR, cm H2O/L/s 4.50 6 0.81 < .001 –1.91 6 0.59 < .001 –0.29 6 0.06 < .001 NA* .80

DPIP, cm H2O 7.24 6 1.73 < .001 –2.14 6 0.69 .003 –0.23 6 0.06 < .001 NA* .73

DC, cm H2O/L 22.7 6 5.7 < .001 –12.5 6 8.0 .12 –0.37 6 0.08 < .001 0.26 6 0.11 .030

DPplat, cm H2O 3.91 6 1.04 < .001 NA* .78 –0.27 6 0.07 < .001 NA* .52

Linear regressions were performed to determine effects of suction by type while accounting for baseline values of the parameter and any interaction between baseline values and suction type. Values are

presented as intercept, regression coefficient (b ), and standard error (SE). Aspiration differentially altered R and PIP depending on suction type. Baseline compliance influenced the effects of aspiration

on C differentially by suction type. Effects of aspiration were compared between suction types (closed vs open); the interaction term (Type � Baseline) was excluded from the analysis only when this

interaction was not significant. Suction type was excluded from the model only when suction system and the interaction term were both insignificant.

*NA ¼ exclusion from the model due to nonsignificance.

R ¼ airway resistance

PIP ¼ peak inspiratory pressure

C ¼ pulmonary compliance

Pplat ¼ plateau pressure
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values and independent of suction type (Fig. 3, Table 3).

Suction increased heart rate among subjects with baseline

< 115 beats/min (most subjects) and increased systolic

blood pressure in those with baseline < 146 mm Hg (most

subjects), with more pronounced effects in subjects mark-

edly underneath these threshold values. For instance, the

regressions indicated that suction would induce an increase

in heart rate of 7 beats/min for a given subject with a base-

line heart rate of 70 beats/min. Likewise, suction would

cause an estimated increase in systolic blood pressure of 10

mm Hg in a subject with a baseline systolic blood pressure

of 120 mm Hg, and an increase of 6 mm Hg in a subject

with a baseline systolic blood pressure of 130 mmHg.

Discussion

The findings of this study indicate that open suction

imposes short-term adverse effects on pulmonary physiology

that are distinct from those due to closed suction, including

increases in pulmonary resistance and peak pressure and

decreases in compliance. Baseline pulmonary physiology

also influences the effects of suction. After adjusting for base-

line physiology, open suction impaired these measures in

> 80% of cases, whereas closed suction improved these

parameters in> 75% of cases. These effects collectively sug-

gest that open suction may transiently compromise pulmo-

nary function in sedated patients in the ICU. In contrast, in

individuals with high resistance or high PIP, only closed suc-

tion improved these indices, suggesting that closed systems

may uniquely benefit patients with impaired pulmonary func-

tion. Although long-term health outcomes were not assessed,

the findings of this study bolster prior observations that open

suction, but not closed suction, is associated with potentially

adverse short-term cardiopulmonary effects.

Another interesting result is that both suction types

increased blood pressure and heart rate statistically

equally, which may be explained by a decrease in para-

sympathetic activity after suctioning.32 This should be

taken into consideration by clinicians because a decrease

in parasympathetic activity in the sinoatrial node

decreases the ability of the heart to adapt rapidly to

changing stressors, compromises arterial baroreflex sen-

sitivity by decreasing the beat-by-beat heart rate response

to changes in arterial pressure, and increases the risk of

sympathetically mediated heart rate and rhythm distur-

bances and sudden death.32
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Fig. 3. The effect of suction on heart rate and blood pressure according to baseline values. Open and closed aspiration systems similarly

altered heart rate and blood pressure. Because effects of suction did not significantly differ by aspiration type in linear mixed-effects models,
suction effects are shown as a single regression line.
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Several studies have compared open and closed suction

systems, with the majority examining incidence of ventilator-

associated pneumonia, mortality, length of mechanical venti-

lation, and time of intensive care.10,19,22,30,33-37 Although mul-

tiple studies have reported a higher bacterial colonization

with CSS, these observations seem to bear little clinical rele-

vance.10,25,35-37 A recent meta-analysis by Kuriyama et al27

associated CSS with a lower risk of ventilator-associated

pneumonia; however, similar to other meta-analyses,8,25 the

authors reported no differences in mortality or length of venti-

lation. In our study, OSS and CSS increased heart rate and ar-

terial pressure equally. These effects, which were relatively

modest, diminished with increasing baseline values and were

thus likely of little clinical concern. Furthermore, these obser-

vations agree with at least 1 prior report32 but conflict with

other observations that OSS causes greater increases in heart

rate3,16,18,37 or arterial pressure16,23,38; however, these earlier

studies recruited fewer subjects (n ¼ 10–19 per suction type)

and typically did not control for sampling error by adjusting

for baseline physiology in their statistical models. Notably, in

supplementary analyses, the same statistical approach as that

used in these prior studies (ie, 2-tailed paired t tests) revealed
no difference between suction types in chronotropic or hemo-

dynamic changes from baseline in our study.

No changes in peripheral arterial oxygen saturation were

found with suctioning. However, because this study was

limited to subjects lacking prior pulmonary disease and

sedated at 5 or 6 on the Ramsay scale, such observations

may not apply to patients with respiratory disease or under

deeper anesthesia. Moreover, in contrast to SpO2
data being

collected at 1–2 min after suction,30,39,40 we collected these

data 3 min after suction. These distinctions may explain

how other studies demonstrated that OSS, but not CSS,

decreased SpO2
after aspiration3,30,38,41 and why several

studies thus recommend preemptive hyperoxygenation or

manual hyperventilation before aspiration.3,30,37,38

OSS and CSS divergently affected R (P < .001) and PIP

(P ¼ .003) but had comparable effects on Pplat (P ¼ .78) and

compliance (P ¼ .12) when controlling for the significant

influence of baseline physiology. In individuals with moderate

baseline values, OSS uniquely increased R and PIP, which is

directly influenced by R. Thus, the present data indicate that

OSS may disproportionately increase R. Furthermore, CSS

more consistently returned elevated PIP and R to normal pul-

monary function. Together, these findings indicate that CSS

poses fewer risks and bears greater salutary effects on pulmo-

nary function. In contrast, Cereda et al30 reported that both

suction types negligibly affected airway pressure and PIP after

suction, but OSS uniquely increased mean arterial pressure

and decreased SpO2
. Similarly OSS was not observed to affect

R in young children.17 However, neither study adjusted their

statistical models by baseline pulmonary physiology, which,

as noted in our study, significantly influenced the directional-

ity of responses to suctioning. Elevated R can indicate airway

obstruction, which may provoke bronchospasm, which is an

occasional complication during endotracheal suction in the

ICU. The effect of OSS on R exceeded that of CSS

by 8%, which in susceptible individuals (eg, patients

with asthma and elevated R) may further compromise ventila-

tion and counteract any intended improvement in R via

aspiration.17,26,42

Several studies3,18,22,43 have reported specific advantages

of CSS over OSS with respect to physiologic impact or

potential for infection, but these have not translated to clear

differences in subject outcomes. Kaur et al20 noted that, rela-

tive to OSS, CSS decreased contamination and improved

preservation of lung volumes and oxygenation, especially in

severely hypoxemic subjects. Although there is no scientific

evidence for the lower efficiency of secretion removal for

CSS, users of CSS in ICUs report lower volumes of aspirated

secretion and greater propensity for catheter obstruction by

airway foreign bodies.20,44 Dong et al26 noted in mechani-

cally ventilated subjects that, relative to OSS, CSS mini-

mized the adverse effects of suction on arrhythmia, arterial

pressure, and SpO2
, and CSS expedited removal from me-

chanical ventilation. However, the 2 suction types did not

Table 3. Effect of Aspiration on Cardiovascular Physiologic Parameters

Suction Suction Type (Closed vs Open) Baseline Type � Baseline

Intercept 6 SE P b 6 SE P b 6 SE P b 6 SE P

DMean blood pressure 36.5 6 7.8 < .001 NA* .42 –0.35 6 0.08 < .001 NA* .52

DHeart rate 17.8 6 3.6 < .001 NA* .61 –0.15 6 0.04 < .001 NA* .24

DDiastolic blood pressure 27.6 6 5.4 < .001 NA* .40 –0.34 6 0.07 < .001 NA* .43

DSystolic blood pressure 55.8 6 8.6 < .001 NA* .40 –0.38 6 0.06 < .001 NA* .39

D SpO2
NA* .30 NA* .70 NA* .29 NA* .68

Linear regressions were performed to determine effects of suction by type while accounting for baseline values of the parameter and any interaction between baseline values and suction type. Values are

presented as intercept, regression coefficient (b ), and standard error (SE). Because suction type did not significantly influence the effect of suction on these parameters, regression coefficients are dis-

played for the effects of suction overall with P values, while accounting for baseline physiology where it was detected as a significant variable. Effects of aspiration were compared between suction types

(closed vs open); the interaction term (Type � Baseline) was excluded from the analysis only when this interaction was not significant. Suction type was excluded from the model when it and the interac-

tion term were both insignificant.

*NA ¼ exclusion from the model due to nonsignificance.
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differ in ICU length of stay, risks of ventilator-associated

pneumonia, microbial colonization, or adverse outcome.

Unlike OSS, CSS allows uninterrupted ventilation and

maintains positive pressure, potentially contributing to the

improvements in R and PIP in contrast with worsening of

these parameters with OSS. In addition to demonstrating

that baseline pulmonary physiology can influence the

effects of suction, our results suggest that CSS may espe-

cially benefit patients with high baseline PIP and R.

Conversely, OSS may uniquely impair pulmonary com-

pliance, R, and PIP. We thus speculate that, in individu-

als with impaired compliance or elevations in PIP or R,

CSS may provide greater therapeutic benefits than OSS.

These benefits may result particularly from improved R.

Conversely, increases in R with OSS may have resulted

from bronchospasm, mucus obstruction, or peripheral

airway edema secondary to less efficient suction or loss

of positive pressure with interruption in ventilation.

Although this study did not measure the aspirate col-

lected for comparison, some studies have noted no differ-

ence in secretion volume between OSS and CSS,10 while

others report that OSS more effectively reduces secretion

volume than CSS.35 We can speculate that the increases

in R and PIP and the reductions in compliance with OSS

in this study may actually indicate movement of secre-

tions into more central airways, potentially indicating

that CSS is less effective, as reported by Lindgren et al.45

Because OSS and CSS similarly affected hemodynamic end

points that are particularly sensitive to airway irritation,46 the

divergent impacts of OSS and CSS on R were likely inde-

pendent of airway irritant reflexes. Ultimately, the increase

in R with OSS may promote pulmonary hyperinflation,

increase dead space, impair ventilation, and (with increased

intra-alveolar pressures) diminish alveolar perfusion, poten-

tially explaining prior reports that OSS disproportionately

decreases SpO2
.8,16,26,28 Given that patients with asthma, lung

disease, or obesity are more susceptible to increases in R, our

findings suggest that they may especially benefit from aspi-

ration with CSS.

This study provides novel findings of differential pulmo-

nary effects of OSS and CSS, but they may not be general-

izable to all mechanically ventilated patients. First, the OSS

used here lacked recent design improvements (eg, Bodai

PEEP-SAFE) that reduce the temporary loss in pressure

and risk for attendant complications. However, clinics in

lower- and middle-income countries (eg, Brazil) commonly

reserve these accessories for unstable patients or lack them

altogether due to their added costs. Moreover, because the

subjects who either declined consent (via surrogates) or did

not meet initial criteria were not quantified, the generaliz-

ability of this study remains unclear. Finally, a focus on

acute responses and the neglect of any long-term outcomes

limit the clinical importance of our findings. Future studies

involving larger subject populations, longer observation

windows, and recent technological improvements may fur-

ther elucidate the differential impacts of the 2 suction

systems.

Conclusions

This study demonstrates that endotracheal suction with a

CSS alleviated elevations in airway resistance and PIP more

consistently and effectively. In mechanically ventilated

patients, high airway resistance or PIP prior to suction may

clinically indicate aspiration with a CSS and contraindicate

suction with an OSS. Additional studies are required to

resolve whether such practices prevent pulmonary injury

during mechanical ventilation. In addition, the clear effects

of both suction systems on pulmonary physiology immedi-

ately after suctioning suggest that, when assessing pulmo-

nary physiology in ventilated patients, clinicians should

account not only for the baseline pulmonary function (ie,

prior to suctioning) but also the time relative to last suction-

ing; patients should be allowed some time for recovery after

suctioning, even with CSS, before acquiring measures that

inform a patient’s general pulmonary stability.
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